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Keith Famie
Producer/Director

Visionalist Entertainment Productions - we tell stories in a very unique and personal way. Our multiaward winning team, headed by producer-director Keith Famie, has garnered ten Michigan chapter
Emmy Awards and numerous nominations for our human-interest films.
With a style that is purposeful, dramatic and when appropriate, emotional, we craft films from fullscale productions like “Detroit: Our Greatest Generation,” and “Our Vietnam Generation” to films on a
more intimate scale such as “Can You See How I See?,” “Our Greek Story,” and “Our Polish Story,” to
name just a few.
Visionalist Entertainment Productions has a relationship with WXYZ-TV7/ABC, WDIV-TV4/NBC and
WTVS Channel 56, Detroit’s PBS affiliate. They all have been extremely supportive of our
community-based efforts.
Currently in production is a three-part documentary films series titled “The Embrace of Aging,” where
each series will focus on the aging process of men, women and the end of life. Each film promises to
open the eyes of all of us in discovering how men and women from diverse environments and various
cultures face the inevitable…how do they embrace aging? To read more about The Embrace of
Aging, visit the website www.embraceofaging.com.
Corporate Films
Besides producing documentary films for television, we also pride ourselves in corporate films. These
help tell the story of the vision and hard work of companies’ accomplishments and its founders.
We also specialize in personal short documentary films called “It’s My Life.” This service is ideal for
parents or grandparents. Very often a son or daughter contacts us to document their loved ones’
story. The production experience is exciting for all involved.
Documentary Film Premieres
We take pride not only in the ability to create memorable and inspirational films, but also our ability to
host magnificent premieres. Over the years, all of our films have been premiered in unique ways.
Our ethnic films paid tribute to their homeland with music, dance and food. Detroit, Our Greatest
Generation and Our Vietnam Generation both premiered at the historic Fox Theatre with over 3,000
attendees. At each of these events, hundreds of veterans gathered for a night of celebration, service
and to remember their fallen comrades.
Visionalist Entertainment Productions is also deeply involved in the development of “Mikie’s Minutes”
– a fund created to honor SGT Michael Ingram, a Michigan soldier who was killed in Afghanistan.
“Mikie’s Minutes” provides calling cards to deployed U.S. soldiers around the world enabling them to
keep up communication between their loved ones. www.mikiesminutes.com.
For more information, contact us at 248.869.0096 or email famie@famie.com
Please visit our corporate website at www.v-prod.com.

	
  

	
  

